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Is your project on target from an IMPLEMENTATION standpoint?
If you answered “no” please explain:

☒

Yes

☒

☐

No

☒

Is your project on target from a BUDGET standpoint?
Yes
No
If you answered “no” please explain:
Yes in terms of utilizing all of the dollars that NREC provided, but no in terms of overall budget, which is in the red. IFCA did expend
more dollars than received by NREC, which was expected, and which is a contribution from IFCA toward this important work on
behalf of Illinois agriculture.
Based on what you know today, will you meet the objectives of your project on-time and on-budget?
If you answered “no” please explain:

Have you encountered any issues related to this project?
If you answered “yes” please explain:

☒

Yes

☐

No

☐

Yes

☒

No

☐

No

☐

No

☒

Have you reached any conclusions related to this project that you would like to highlight?
Yes
If you answered “yes” please explain:
We are confident, based on feedback from CCAs, retailers and farmers, that this work has influenced decisions to not add
additional nitrogen when losses from weather events are feared, and is also building industry confidence in the MRTN.
Have you completed any outreach activities related this project? Or do you have any activities planned?
If you answered “yes” please explain and provide details for any upcoming outreach:
In addition to our meeting presentations and sharing of the findings on the IFCA website and in Bulletins to
our members, we prepared the cover crop guide which was not part of this proposal, when it was evident
from farmer feedback that the “takeaways” from the NREC cover crop work could help farmers avoid
problems with cover crops. Based on the success of the Cover Crop Guide, we plan a similar publication in
2018 on how to effectively use the MRTN system; we believe this will continue to build confidence in the
MRTN and encourage farmers to not over apply nitrogen. Overapplication of N remains a concern, and it
will take a better understanding of the MRTN to convince some growers that extra N is not necessary, and
that using the MRTN will help reduce nitrogen losses.
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Executive Summary
The coordinators for this project are:
Dan Schaefer, IFCA Director of Nutrient Stewardship
Jason Solberg, IFCA Assistant Director of Stewardship Programs
John Pike, Pike Ag LLC
Jean Payne and Leslie Forrest, IFCA administrative support
The goal of this project is to provide support and coordination of on-site work to
implement and manage the treatment protocols and assist with data collection for four
University of Illinois NREC funded projects:

• Budget

Douglas County N Management Systems in Tile Drained Fields (David, Gentry &
Nafziger)
Evaluating INLRS Strategies, Piatt County (Gentry)
Comprehensive Corn Nitrogen Research Program (Nafziger)
Tracking Soil N & Availability (Nafziger)

Comment on Cover
Crop Guide:

The project also implemented over 100 N-WATCH sites in 2017 with participating
farmers and ag retailers. N-WATCH provides analysis of soil nitrate and ammonium
levels throughout the crop season and enables in-depth discussion between farmers and
their crop advisers on nitrogen management.

• N-WATCH and 4R
Program Summary
• Outreach & Education

I am smiling from ear to ear!
Your package arrived in the
mail 15 minutes ago and I
have just read the whole
booklet from cover to
cover.
This guide is fantastic. It is
easy to read, understandable
for the layperson and colorful to keep one focused.
The weight of the stock is
great for large hands who
have been outside working
all day. The digital link is
great also.
Thank you, thank you for all
of your hard work, all of
you!
Lisa Leigh, Vermilion County
SWCD

The outreach and education component of this project was substantial. In addition to
participating in meetings where activities and findings of the projects were shared, we
also coordinated our work with the UI to support the publication of Bulletins and
webinars to inform the ag retail and crop adviser community, as well as with farmers
who also follow the UI bulletins.

Special Edition: Cover Crop Guide
In October 2017, this project team produced a guide
entitled “Considerations for First Time Cover Crop
Adopters” based on findings from NREC funded
research on cover crops. Working with NREC, we
distributed these guides to all Illinois SWCD offices,
to Certified Crop Advisers, to Ag Retailers and to others
who contacted IFCA and NREC requesting copies.
1,500 copies of the Guide have been distributed and we
continue to get requests for the guide for 2018 meetings.
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Douglas County N Management Systems in Tile Drained Fields
Dan and Jason assured timely planting and application of nutrient treatments at this on-farm research site that
has a corn/soybean rotation over 36 monitored field tiles. Coordination and communication with
Richard and Nancy Searls (the landowners and farmers at this site) was a high priority. Dan visited personally
with them at the site 4-5 times throughout the season to explain the work plans. A very wet spring made
planting a challenge, but Dan successfully coordinated and supervised the planting, crop protection
applications, and all nutrient treatments in accordance with the research plan. This site also included two N
rate trials and cover crops in the fall of 2017, which were successfully established. Dan helps to maintain the
site and checks on it frequently to assure quality data collection and analysis by Lowell Gentry and
Dr. Emerson Nafziger.
Jason cleared out beaver dams in the drainage ditch several times in 2017 and Dan arranged for the trapping of
the beavers on two occasions. Dan also coordinated work to repair issues with the field tiles to ensure the
work did not interfere with any of the research plots. Work at this site for the 2018 crop season included fall
N applied as one of the treatments for corn in 2018. Equipment used at this site included the IFCA tractor
and tool bars, soil sampling supplies and flagging to identify the treatments at harvest, and Jason used the
IFCA drone to capture aerial photos throughout the season, which are utilized in outreach presentations.

A wet spring and delayed planting is
evident in this photo taken June 15,
showing the crops just emerging.

Harvesting at Douglas County, Fall 2017

Evaluating INLRS Strategies, Piatt County
Dan and Jason work with Lowell Gentry and the farmer, Eric Miller, at this site. In 2017, they established
two N Rate Trials with N-WATCH soil nitrate testing and assisted with cover crop management. This site,
in its third full year of research, has produced significant data on the impact of cover crops, bioreactors and a
3-crop system of corn, soybeans and wheat on reducing nutrient levels in the field tiles. It has also served as
a significant proving ground for effective cover crop management. Everything that can happen with cover
crops has happened at this site: early winter kill, too much biomass for good cash crop establishment, voles,
etc. However, these lessons learned enabled the creation of the “Considerations for First Time Cover Crop
Adopters” guide, which provides explanation and management recommendations to avoid these potential problems.
This site hosted a 4R Field Day on September 12 (see photo). 78 crop
advisers and farmers attended this event, which featured research results from
this project, the Douglas County project, the N Tracking Study, the Corn
Nitrogen Research Program and an update on progress toward meeting the
goals of the Nutrient Loss Reduction Strategy. IFCA organized this event.
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Comprehensive Corn Nitrogen Research Program
Dan, Jason and John Pike identified farmers to participate in this
project, which involves establishing on-farm nitrogen rate trials
in corn. This research serves as the basis for the Maximum
Return to Nitrogen (MRTN) which is the UI recommendation
system for nitrogen rates for corn in Northern, Central and
Southern Illinois. NRCS also utilizes the MRTN as the basis
for cost-share programs for nutrient management activities.
Aerial images captured by Jason Solberg are used in outreach.
There were 51 N Rate Trials in 2017, the highest number of N rate trials in Illinois to date; two of these trials
were performed at the UI research farms. This project also expanded into Southern Illinois; 12 of the trials were
implemented in this underserved region. We also added trials in Western Illinois to expand the central Illinois
geography. Over half of the trials are put in with IFCA tractor including
Side dressing UAN @ N Rate Trial
NH3, UAN and Urea applications. The farmers provide harvest information by way of combine yield monitor; in cases where a weigh wagon
is used, IFCA performs this service. The yield monitor data is sent to
PAQ to be analyzed and put into a form that Dr. Nafziger can establish
into a response curve. The farmer’s responsibility is to provide us with
field history, other N applied to the site and to only plant one corn hybrid.
The grower is paid $1000 and this payment is for the yield loss that occurs in the lower N rate zones and time
spent to manage the trial, especially at harvest. While farmers appreciate the payment, their true interest in
participating is to get their own MRTN over time and contribute to the data set for the Illinois MRTN.
We also use a Rate by Timing protocol to look at Fall vs Spring applications and at split nitrogen applications.
Since these trials are double the size of the 6 rate 3 replication trial, we pay
$2000 to the grower to cover yield loss and time spent by the farmer.
There were enough N rate trials funded by NREC in the Lake Springfield
watershed for UI to establish a MRTN specific to this watershed.
In 2017, IFCA and UI worked with Iowa State University to update the
Illinois MRTN map and website, and it includes the new Lake Springfield
MRTN and all N rate trial data produced with support from NREC over
the past several years. The 2017 N rate trials are indicated with the green
stars. In March 2017, IFCA developed a special flyer sent to all farmers
in the Lake Springfield watershed informing them of the new MRTN and
encouraging them to visit the MRTN website at
http://cnrc.agron.iastate.edu Summary slides of the 2017 N rate trials are
available at the IFCA website, showing each trial’s optimum return to
nitrogen compared to the MRTN: https://ifca.com/4R/Trials/ See the
Education & Outreach section for more information on how this
information is shared with the industry.
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Tracking Soil N and Availability
Dan and Jason assist with extensive nitrate soil sampling at the three tracking sites in McLean, Christian and
Ford counties. This involves coordination and communication with the participating farmers. There are also
N Rate Trials at these sites, enabling for extensive research on
both yield response to rates and evaluation of nitrogen in the
soil within the different rate zones.
Dan and Jason sample the sites every three weeks to evaluate
soil nitrogen at various depths, and the conversion from
ammonium to nitrate throughout the season. They carefully
manage the samples to assure quality analysis by the
laboratory and transmission of the results to Dr. Nafziger.
The research at these sites served as the basis for five nitrogen
Bulletins from Dr. Nafziger on nitrogen management:
April 13: Spring N Management
April 28: Dealing with Cool & Wet Conditions
May 18: How Much Nitrogen is Gone?
June 1: Positive Signs for Nitrogen
June 11: The Corn Crop and Sidedress Nitrogen

Dan Schaefer at the Christian County N Tracking
Site, standing in the 150 lb N Rate zone, June 2017.

Based on feedback from ag retailers, these timely bulletins in 2017 were instrumental in persuading farmers to
NOT apply additional nitrogen in late spring and early summer, out of concern that the heavy spring rains
caused loss of N. The N tracking studies, combined with similar results in N-WATCH sites, provided this
assurance. Ultimately, the N Rate Trials proved this important point, with optimum rates for many fields
actually below the MRTN.
“Extra” nitrogen in 2017 was not necessary and farmers who trusted this NREC research not only saved
money, but also mitigated any loss of excess N to the environment.

N-WATCH and Keep it 4R Crop Program
We budgeted for 100 N-WATCH sites in 2017, but ended up with 130 sites given farmer interest in this
program. The majority of the sites were provided by ag retailers who identified farmer customers to participate. We sampled the sites three times during the growing season (early spring, early summer and mid-late
summer). The farmers and their advisers saw the results and interpretation of the soil N levels, and IFCA
utilized the overall findings with water supply personnel in the priority watersheds, and in the “Keep it 4R
Crop” bulletins that we share with nutrient stakeholders. Graphs from N-WATCH sites are very useful when
making presentations at meetings—they illustrate what is occurring in the soil with applied nitrogen at various times throughout the season, and also compare stabilized nitrogen to un-stabilized nitrogen. Each time
Dr. Nafziger was preparing a nitrogen bulletin in 2017, he reviewed N-WATCH results to compare the findings at the tracking sites and university farms to what N-WATCH was revealing in many farmer’s fields.
N-WATCH has provided a window into soil N movement, laying the groundwork for responsible nitrogen
decisions. Before N-WATCH, the industry had no indication of soil N levels throughout the growing season.
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Education and Outreach
Meetings & Presentations: This spreadsheet lists the events that Dan, Jason, John or Jean participated in
sharing the objectives, activities and results of these four projects, along with the importance of this work to the
INLRS. Included in this are two nitrogen webinars featuring Dr. Nafziger, with 200+ participants each.

Communication of Project Work to the Industry: IFCA’s key audience is the ag retailers and CCAs who
provide daily guidance to Illinois farmers on nutrient and crop protection recommendations. IFCA has a menu
feature on the homepage of our website at www.ifca.com called “Keep it 4R Crop” where we post Bulletin updates from Dr. Nafziger and also feature the yield response curves from the N Rate Trials from 2014 to 2017.
This year we added a “summary” to the MRTN feature that will show the N Rate Trial responses to the MRTN
for each year of this project and an explanation from Dr. Nafziger as to the economic return from following the
MRTN. All N rate trials from the 2017 project year are posted for viewing under “N Rate Trials” at ifca.com.
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Education & Outreach, continued
Below (left) is a snapshot from the IFCA website showing the new “summary” feature that provides a compilation of all N rate trials from 2014-2017. Also on our website is a map of the State where people can access the
individual yield response curves from the years 2014-2017. Dr. Nafziger’s summary slide of 51 total trials
performed in 2017 is also below. This is just one slide from a comprehensive set that Dr. Nafziger presented at
the IFCA convention on January 16, 2018 and will also feature in the February 9, 2018 nitrogen webinar.

As mentioned in the N Tracking project summary, Dr. Nafziger wrote five nitrogen management bulletins in
2017. Additional bulletins including results from NREC research are also posted on the IFCA website and
communicated to our members and these include:
September 8: New Grain Phosphorus & Potassium Numbers
September 27: Using the N Rate Calculator
October 19: Timing Fall Nitrogen
The value of NREC funded research is evident in these communications, and in how this information has been
adopted by the industry. The impact of this research is significant; not only has it enabled us to better understand and implement practices in the nitrate challenged drinking water supplies, it is changing the mindset on
the need for “insurance” nitrogen. Ag retailers in particular comment to IFCA about the significance of this
research and how the findings are being adopted by farmers. There is still room for improvement but the
industry is certainly moving in the right direction thanks to the research, and the communication of the
research to key influencers in the industry.
The Cover Crop Guide, mentioned on page 1, was also significant in that it used information generated from
NREC projects to produce a “how to” guide that resonated with the industry. IFCA plans to prepare a similar
guide on the MRTN, simplifying the science behind the MRTN and providing a step by step approach to using
the MRTN on your farm. We plan to have the MRTN guide completed in March 1, 2018 and IFCA hosted a
nitrogen webinar in conjunction with NREC on February 9, 2018. The webinar is entitled “Responsible
Nitrogen Management in Spring 2018.” Dr. Nafziger will discuss research results from 2017 and previous
years to encourage attention to rates and timings to improve utilization and reduce nutrient losses.
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Budget

The budget above includes expenses incurred from January-December 2017. The labor includes the
salary and benefits attributed to Dan Schaefer, Jason Solberg and John Pike. Their time and mileage
is allocated over the various projects. The leased tractor is also allocated across the projects and the
equipment costs also include trailering and trucking the tractor to the N rate sites, repairs and
maintenance on tool bars, fuel and supplies for the tractor and the guidance and controller systems
for the tractor and tool bars. N-WATCH costs include sampling, lab analysis and database
management fees.
We exceeded the budget for farmer payments, which is a positive thing meaning that the majority of
the trials that we implemented were taken through harvest and the quality of the data collected was
excellent. This enables Dr. Nafziger to analyze and submit the data to Iowa State University, to
update the overall dataset that makes up the MRTN and Nitrogen Rate Calculator for Illinois.
Overhead costs attributed to phone, computer, software, administrative support, internal office
supplies, photocopying, postage, etc. are contributed to this project by IFCA and are in addition to the
$15,317 that IFCA contributed to this project.
Thank you for your review of this final report. If you have any questions please contact me at
(217) 202-5173. I am happy to provide an oral report on this work to the NREC Council at any time.
On behalf of IFCA, I thank the Council for allowing us to help facilitate important nutrient
research and outreach work in Illinois as we work to meet the goals of the INLRS and assure the
profitability of Illinois farmers.
Sincerely,

Daniel J. Schaefer, Director of Nutrient Stewardship
Illinois Fertilizer & Chemical Association

